ICE PALACE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE
Meeting of April 10, 2018
Minutes

Chairman Curtin called the meeting to order at 3:38 p.m.

Members present: Brian Curtin, Shaun Hart, Nicole Coscia and Brendan Egan. Others Present: Scott McCoy from FMC. Karen Lee Stock from Winchester figure skating. Matt Robitaille and Beth Pandolfo from BHSA.

The chairman asked Winchester Figure Skating, BHSA and BHS groups if they were able to jointly agree on changing certain hours to get a schedule that could work for all programs during the high school hockey season. Each group had made concessions, however we do not have a schedule that every user can live with.

Shaun Hart said that he could take one 6:30 A.M. ice time most likely Monday morning. All groups discussed what changes they had agreed to however we still do not have a schedule that works for all groups. All groups agreed they would work together again to try and resolve the differences and we would meet again in two weeks.

Adjourned at 4:40. Next Meeting will be scheduled when the groups feel they are close to an agreement.

Respectfully Submitted,

Brian Curtin